Digital Policing
Real-Time Cross-Border Data Sharing, Perceptive
Intelligence, Crime Analytics, Predictive Analysis,
Loss Prevention, Time Sensitive CCTV Investigation,
Facial Recognition & Close Proximity Communications

STOP SPINNING YOUR NARCOTIC WHEELS
Chasing your own tail and leaving a smoking trail of
screeching tire rubber is sometimes how you are feeling after
investigating the largest issue that is plunging society to
levels never experienced before. Narcotics is connected in
the majority of criminal actions and as individuals, you are
investigating every single day in the same manner.
The vista of opportunity to clamp down is passing you by.
Individually your effort, budget expenditure, and results just do
not jive! Narcotics officers are certainly a different exceptional breed. Standing on one side of
good (the law) and brushing your toes on the line of the sordid infestation of drug pushers,
dealers, and so-called drug king-pins. Sadly, taking your disappoints home with frustrations.
On the other side are the buyers and their associated users, family,
friends and occasional so-called friends with needs. All are
traveling a path of destruction which is increasing the buyers’
market and the dealers chance to sell more inventory. The ideal
solution is ‘one-stop background information shopping’, so to
speak, one screen, one solution with access to all databases and
real-time information. That would be too perfect, would it not?
What if we told you we changed the playing field and interconnection of all your efforts? I know,
a bit freaky that someone believes and states that this can and will happen!

Well, it is!
Solving crime is a robotic event in many cases, same situations evoke the same questions which
in turn through your street-smart experience enable you to process, eliminate and resolve. A
process that has been the method since 1829 and the formation of policing by Sir Robert Peel
and his Nine Peelian Principles.
CommSmart Global Group, a LexisNexis Risk Solutions Partner, with a vast global
experience in law enforcement has changed all of that! It is all about collectively information
sharing via digital policing. Alright, so you know how to use a smartphone and a laptop and that
is as far as it goes for you. That is good because really, we’re not going to ask you to do
anymore, except improve your note-taking and case reporting.
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The rules are the same, the results are vastly different!
This all is happenings all inside of LENSS, (Law Enforcement
Network Sharing Solution). Everything you require is
encapsulated within, DMV, NCIC, HIDTA, Safety Net, LPR,
PNC, CRIMINT, Accurint local crime and public data with
any other databases you wish to add. As you action your
normal verification process via LENSS, it accesses all these
steps on one screen, smartphone, laptop, PC Desk it works with all.
Within one operation, no additional programs to use, no more retyping names, vehicles tag or
other vital information, right in the palm of the hand and at the fingertips.
It is the additional information that is the key, every report and officer’s notes are matched in
real-time and alert the officer of every interaction the individual has had with law enforcement,
from traffic stops to infractions, with important detail from the notes which will be compared and
matched.
Checkboxes cannot do that. The simple visual ability, comments, location, associates are
brought right to you. Preparing you for the true statements which have previously been stated.
This is ensuring your safety as to who you really are encountering.
What is so important is the fact that every single officer that has
encountered your suspect is now informed instantaneously via
email or SMS text that you are inquiring about on this person
or situation. Will even inform your backup units who now have
the same information report thread, so they are not coming in
blind.
Not having current and up-to-date information in law
enforcement is a killer! Knowledge of what you are walking into
for a ‘call for service’ has never been so vital in our increasingly violent society. Police officers
are frontline and are called upon to resolve and solve individual’s businesses and community’s
issues in regard to criminal acts or disputes.
Here is the issue, law enforcement databases, all, in fact, local department, county, state, and
Federal are so disjointed, disconnected, not shared and hidden in data silos, which is costing an
inordinate amount of time, depleting the reduced budget, increasing frustration and placing
officer safety at an even deeper risk. Most departments have such outdated computer
technology and hardware, they don’t have the budget for necessary upgrades.
The 18,000+ law enforcement agencies in America and the 43 main police constabularies, plus
lesser known smaller agencies within the United Kingdom are all going in different directions
trying catch up with technology which will advance crime solving. Having a myriad of mobile
apps and individual forces spending and wasting their exhausted budgets on technology research
and not being on the same page is not going to solve the compounding issue.
LENSS is shared vital information that increases the opportunity for successful resolvement.
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